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ABSTRACT
An eective means for building Internet-scale distributed
applications, and in particular those involving group-based
information sharing, is to deploy peer-to-peer overlay net-
works. The key pre-requisite for supporting these types of
applications on top of the overlays is ecient distribution of
messages to multiple subscribers dispersed across numerous
multicast groups.
In this paper, we introduce Magnet: a peer-to-peer pub-
lish/subscribe system which achieves ecient message dis-
tribution by dynamically organizing peers with similar sub-
scriptions into dissemination structures which preserve local-
ity in the subscription space. Magnet is able to signicantly
reduce the message propagation costs by taking advantage of
subscription correlations present in many large-scale group-
based applications.
We evaluateMagnet by comparing its performance against
a strawman pub/sub system which does not cluster similar
subscriptions by simulation. We nd that Magnet out-
performs the strawman by a substantial margin on clus-
tered subscription workloads produced using both genera-
tive models and real application traces.
1. INTRODUCTION
The Internet of tomorrow must be poised to support ap-
plications that involve large collections of users engaged in
group-based interactions and information sharing, includ-
ing Internet TV (IPTV) [7, 23], collaborative editing [32],
and massive multi-player games [18, 30]. These applications
require a group communication substrate capable of deal-
ing with immense numbers of users and multicast groups
in a scalable fashion. DHT-based peer-to-peer substrates
oer almost unlimited growth capacity and ecient rout-
ing functionality while incurring only a modest maintenance
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overhead at each participant [26, 24]. They are an attrac-
tive design choice to serve as a basis for a scalable multi-
cast solution. However, for reasons of connectivity and load
balancing, most existing DHTs support name-independent
routing topologies in which the node placement is entirely
determined by a uniform hash of its name, and hence in-
dependent of its geographical location, interest preferences,
and other node-specic attributes.
To provide ecient overlay-based multicast routing, a pre-
requisite is that peers who share the same (or similar) in-
terests are well-clustered, i.e., separated from each other by
a small number of peers with dierent interests. Exploit-
ing well-clustered interests may be accomplished by using
the techniques underlying locality-aware DHTs [24, 35, 1]
or metric embeddings [33]. These approaches, however, rely
on various assumptions about the distribution of node sub-
scriptions, and are insucient for supporting a general pur-
pose multicast system wherein the participant subscriptions
are a priori unknown and may change over time.
In this paper, we introduce Magnet, an ecient peer-to-
peer multicast system that supports the publish/subscribe
(pub/sub) API and exploits well-clustered topic interests.
Magnet requires an underlying DHT which allows node
specic attributes (and their ordering) to be directly incor-
porated into the routing structure [5, 15, 14]. We used the
Oscar DHT [12, 13, 14] to dynamically cluster the nodes in
theMagnet overlay based on their subscription preferences.
Our choice of Oscar was motivated by its ability to con-
struct topologies which are both provably small-world [16,
11], and have a low maintenance overhead. Nonetheless, we
believe that our techniques are general enough to also pro-
duce good results on top of the other name-dependent DHT
substrates, such as Mercury [5] and GosSkip [15].
At the core ofMagnet is a clustering algorithm that takes
as an input the subscription of a node, and outputs the node
location (or equivalently, the node identier) on a logical
ring, which is a part of the underlying Oscar DHT. The
goal is to ensure that the identier values reect similarity
in the subscription space, that is, the nodes with similar
subscriptions are assigned numerically closer identiers than
those with dissimilar ones. Specically, we dene a similarity
metric sim over the set of all possible subscriptions S (that
is, S contains all subsets of T , the set of all topics) such
that for any two subscriptions s1 and s2 in S, sim(s1; s2) =
js1 \ s2j=js1 [ s2j.
Dynamic clustering. Note that since the subscription
space can be arbitrarily large, and the input distribution of
the node preferences is a priori unknown, the mapping from
subscriptions to identiers cannot be xed in advance, but
should instead be computed dynamically based on the pref-
erences of the nodes already in the overlay. In Magnet,
this is accomplished through a distributed membership ser-
vice, which, for each topic t, maintains a random sample
of the current subscribers to t along with their interests.
Subsequently, a peer p who subscribes to t will rst query
this membership service to determine which of t's current
subscribers (as known to the membership service) has most
similar interests to p using the distance metric dened above;
p will then join the ring next to that subscriber. Our experi-
ments showed that eective clustering is possible even if the
size of the subscribers' sample maintained by the member-
ship service is very small, thus can be maintained in a lazy
fashion using a low-bandwidth background gossip protocol
which has low impact on the overall system throughput.
Routing topology. Once a peer joins the logical ring, it
is connected into a small-world routing topology maintained
by the underlying Oscar overlay. The set of the peer's out-
going connections is augmented with a few additional long-
range pointers (or ngers) chosen so that the probability of
connecting to a node is inversely proportional to the ring-
hop distance to the node1. To estimate the locations of the
long-range neighbors, Oscar maintains a digest of the iden-
tier distribution on the ring. This digest is maintained by
periodically sampling the node population using a series of
random walks. Note that the overhead of maintaining this
digest is small since, as it was shown in [14], a logarithmic
number of random walkers would suce to reliably estimate
the identier distribution.
Message dissemination. In the nal step of our con-
struction, the underlying small-world routing structure is
leveraged to create locality preserving distribution trees. As
in [6], Magnet maintains a home location for each topic de-
termined by uniformly hashing the topic name. The home
location for topic t serves as the root of the multicast tree
used to distribute the messages posted on t (and also as a
root of the spanning tree used to maintain the samples of the
t's subscriber interests; see above). Unlike [6], the trees in
Magnet are created in a top-down fashion so that the paths
from the root to each of the subscribers coincide with the
point-to-point greedy routing paths from the root to those
subscribers in the overlay. The actual tree construction al-
gorithm does not necessitate contacting the topic's root on
each subscribe request. Instead, each new subscriber joins
the tree by following the routing path towards the topic's
home location until a grafting point lying on the top-down
routing path from the root to that node is found (or the
topic's home location is reached). We will argue that the
routing trees constructed in this way preserve locality in
the overlay, and therefore, maintain the desired subscription
clustering.
Although the techniques behindMagnet were devised for
topic-based pub/sub, they may be generalized to content-
1Strictly speaking, the probability of creating a link from
node u to node v is inversely proportional to the integral
of the probability density function of peer identier distri-
bution between the identiers of u and v in the identier
space. For more detailed analysis please refer to our prior
work [11].
based pub/sub by extending the notion of similarity to a
multi-dimensional attribute space. The method, however, is
out of the scope of this paper.
Results on synthetic models. The improvement in
propagation costs achieved by the Magnet's clustering de-
pends on the degree of similarity in the input node subscrip-
tions. As we show in Section 4, the cost savings are most sig-
nicant in subscription workloads that exhibit well-dened
structural dependency among the individual subscriber in-
terests. For example, subscriptions to IPTV channels have
been shown to embody substantial correlation between users
[23], which is intuitive considering that news and other con-
tent on local channels are of primary interest to users located
within that geographical or administrative region.
Following the approach of Wong et al. [34], we generate
structurally correlated workloads by grouping the topics into
several categories (or modes) in either one or two dimen-
sions, and then select subscriptions from one or several of
those categories either deterministically or by using a power-
law popularity distribution. Our ndings show that on these
workloads, Magnet saves between 20% to 80% of message
propagation costs to uninterested relays over a strawman
peer-to-peer pub/sub implementation which does not clus-
ter subscriptions.
We present a new Hierarchical-Topics model to syn-
thetically generate subscriptions that follow a hierarchical
classication scheme. The idea is to rst assign users with a
home topic, then repeatedly pick some home topic with pref-
erence for higher popularity and select another topic with
preference for \similar" topics according to a binary classi-
cation hierarchy. We then make the subscriber of the rst
topic join the second one. We nd that Magnet saves be-
tween 20% and 60% of the costs incurred by the strawman
under this model.
Results on real-world subscription patterns. We
also evaluate our system on subscription patterns that arise
in large-scale collaborative applications. In particular, we
used a trace of all edits of Wikipedia articles by registered
users over a 6 year period to both directly evaluateMagnet
and to generate a model of real-world subscription patterns.
Our experiments determined that the strawman implemen-
tation involved 77% more uninterested peers in message dis-
tribution than Magnet.
In addition, all our experiments indicate that theMagnet
performance is adaptive to the degree of correlation in the
input subscription, and is, in particular, never worse than
that exhibited by the strawman.
2. PRELIMINARIES
We with denitions and notation that will be used through-
out the paper. We then briey describe Oscar, our under-
lying DHT substrate, focusing on the properties that are
relevant in context of Magnet.
2.1 Definitions and Notation
We let T = ft1; : : : ; tmg denote the set of all topics. We
dene a similarity metric, sim, to be the function mapping
a pair of node subscriptions s1; s2  T to the normalized
size of their intersection, with the range [0; 1]. Formally,
sim(s1; s2) =
js1 \ s2j
js1 [ s2j :
In some of our experiments, we will also consider a similar-
ity metric weighted by the topic transmission rate. Speci-
cally, for i being the transmission rate of topic ti, sim(s1; s2)
is dened to be
sim(s1; s2) =
X
i:ti2s1\s2
iX
i:ti2s1[s2
i
:
Identiers. Each Magnet node p is connected into two
independent ring-based DHT structures: one, called the con-
trol DHT, for supporting the interest-based membership ser-
vice and the topic's home location, and the other one, called
the skewed DHT for clustering peers according to their in-
terests. We will also use the terms \control" and\skewed" to
refer to the underlying ring structures maintained by those
DHTs. Consequently, p is assigned two identiers, denoted
id(p)c and id(p)s, one for the control and the other one
for the skewed DHTs respectively. The routing table of p,
RT (p), is the union of the control and skewed DHT routing
tables RT (p)c and RT (p)s. We write succ(p)c and succ(p)s
to denote the p's successor on the control and skewed rings
respectively. The set of topics p is subscribed to is referred
to as the p's subscription (or interest), and denoted p:sub.
The skewed DHT connectivity is maintained by the Os-
car protocol described below; and the control DHT can
be supported by either Oscar itself or any of the existing
name-independent DHTs, such as Chord and Pastry [26, 24].
2.2 The Underlying Small-world DHT
The nodes inOscar are organized into a logical ring struc-
ture augmented with additional long-range pointers, or n-
gers. As discussed in Section 1, the ngers are created based
on the actual distribution of the node identiers in the input,
which can be arbitrarily skewed. To this end, Oscar per-
forms periodic sampling of the node population in order to
estimate the current distribution, and re-wires the network
accordingly.
Specically, each Oscar peer Pu executes the following
protocol (see Figure 1).
a) First, we simultaneously start a constant number of
random walks (5 in Figure 1) to sample the node pop-
ulation. The median of the sample set p1 is then used
to estimate the median for the entire population from
Pu's perspective.
b) Pu then proceeds in the same fashion by sampling the
sub-population occupying the range (Pu; p1) to esti-
mate its median p2.
c) Next, the range (Pu; p2) is sampled to estimate the
median p3, and so on. Continuing in this fashion,
Pu will eventually learn the approximate locations of
k = O(logn) medians p1; p2; : : : ; pk, which dene k
partitions X1; X2; : : : ; Xk of exponentially decreasing
size.
d) Pu then selects between 1 and k ngers so that the i
th
nger, 1  i  k, is selected by rst choosing one of
the partitions Xj , and then picking a peer within this
partition.
Both selections are done uniformly at random. As we show
elsewhere (see [14]), this protocol produces a small-world
topology, which implies that each node is reachable from
any other one in at most O(log2(n)=k) hops by following a
greedy routing procedure on the node identiers.
Samples gathered by random walkers
Median peer of the 1st sample set 
Pu
Pu
Pu
Pu
Partition representing ½
of the population
Samples gathered by random walkers
on a subset of the peer population
Median peer of the 2nd sample set 
Medians of all the sample sets representing logarithmic partitions of the key space 
a)
b)
c)
d)
¼ of the population
Pu chooses one partition u.a.r and u.a.r. a peer within the partition.
Figure 1: The Finger Selection Protocol in Oscar.
Number of long-range links. The number of the n-
gers selected by a node is a parameter of the protocol, and
can vary from node to node (but must be at least 1 at each
node to maintain the small-world properties). Moreover,
since the long-range neighbors are selected from a range of
possibilities, there is an additional exibility to incorporate
other criteria into the selection process, such as e.g., the
\power of two choices" [19]. In Magnet, we utilize this
property to bias the long-range neighbor selection towards
the nodes with closer interests. Also, as we show in Sec-
tion 4, the higher node degree is instrumental in improving
connectivity among the subscribers who are interested in the
same topics, and yet due to the imperfection of the cluster-
ing algorithm ended up residing in disjoint ring regions.
3. IMPLEMENTATION
The crux of Magnet's implementation is the node join
protocol which is executed every time a node subscribes to
a new topic, or drops one of the existing topics from its sub-
scription (provided, this is not the last topic it is subscribed
to). The join protocol consists of three main steps:
a) First, the node acquires an identier on the skewed
DHT (Oscar) based on its subscription, and joins the
skewed ring based on that identier.
b) The node then connects to additional long-range neigh-
bors as prescribed by the underlying Oscar DHT (see
Section 2).
c) Finally, the node joins the distribution tree for each
topic to which it subscribes.
The core mechanisms in the Magnet implementation are
steps (a) and (c) which we describe in details in Sections 3.1{
3.3.
Both of the identier acquisition and distribution tree pro-
tocols rely on the new interest-aware membership service
which is responsible for maintaining (possibly partial) views
of the interests of the nodes in the system. The interest-
aware membership is a core part of Magnet, and its imple-
mentation is described in Section 3.4. For the description
of the clustering and tree construction protocols (which are
presented rst), we assume that each node p maintains a
local state variable view(p), populated by the membership
service, which maintains the current mapping from the set
of the node identiers on the skewed ring IDs = fid(q)sg to
the set node subscriptions.
Magnet's membership service implementation guaran-
tees that for each topic t in the p's subscription, view(p)
includes the interest of at least one other node q which is
also interested in t (unless p is the rst to subscribe to t).
This property is instrumental for improving both the clus-
tering quality (since each node is guaranteed to see at least
one node with a common subscription), and the performance
of the tree join protocol (since the node can join t's tree
through another node already in t's tree, instead of always
going through the root). The details of the distributed main-
tenance protocol for view(p) are given in Section 3.4.
3.1 Topic Home Locations
As in Scribe [6], each topic t's is associated with a home
location, home(t), which is determined by uniformly hash-
ing the t's name, and looked up using a ring-based control
DHT. The t's home location serves as the root of two span-
ning trees: one built over the skewed overlay, and used for
disseminating the messages posted on t (see Section 3.3);
and the other one built over the control overlay and used
for maintaining partial subscription views of the nodes in-
terested in t (see Section 3.4).
As we mentioned in Section 2, any of the popular ring-
based DHT implementations (such as e.g., [26, 24, 35]) can
serve as the Magnet's control DHT, provided that it guar-
antees logarithmic routing latency under the assumption of
the uniformly distributed node and object identiers. Ac-
cordingly, the implementation details of the control DHT
are omitted in the remainder of this paper.
3.2 Identifier Acquisition Protocol
The identier acquisition protocol is depicted in Algo-
rithm 1, and is the core part of the Magnet clustering im-
plementation. It is executed whenever a node p rst joins
Magnet, and every time it changes its interest (that is,
subscribes or unsubscribes to a topic2). Its goal is to ensure
that the nodes with the close subscriptions (as indicated
by the subscription similarity metric in Section 2) will be
assigned identiers which are numerically as close to each
other as possible. Note that rejoining when interests change
is only necessary to maintain the clustering and does not af-
fect correctness of our system. Our system is designed to be
exible and adaptive, allowing eachMagnet node to decide
locally on how often the change of its identier is permit-
ted depending on the node's load, available resources, and
so forth. Thus, even when subscriptions are changing fre-
quently, the nodes are free to remain stable and retain their
existing locations in the identier space. The connectivity
of Magnet guarantees that the system remains fully opera-
tional and assures that the performance is never worse than
2The worst case latency of rejoining the network upon sub-
scription change is O(logN), and its communication com-
plexity is at most O(t logN) where t is the node's subscrip-
tion size, and N is the total number of the nodes.
that of a pub/sub system built on a name-independent DHT.
Consequently, the rejoin mechanism may be used sparingly
in practice, for instance by requiring a minimum number of
interest changes between rejoins.
The algorithm starts by inspecting view(p) to discover a
node q such that q = argmaxfsim(p; q0) : q0 2 view(p)g,
breaking ties randomly. Node p then joins the ring between
q and the q's ring successor. If p fails to make contact with q
(e.g., due to a failure), then q is excluded from view(p) and
the entire join algorithm is re-executed. If view(p) is empty
at the time p joined,then p will join the ring at a location
determined by uniformly hashing its identier.
Whenever view(p) changes, p may attempt to improve its
location by re-executing the join protocol. Note though that
this is not strictly necessary since the other nodes will take
into account the p's present interest (and location) when
they join the ring, or change their subscriptions.
Algorithm 1 The identier acquisition protocol for peer p:
id(p)s = getLocation(p; view(p))
1: if view(p) 6=  then
2: nd q, such that sim(p:sub; q:sub) =
maxfsim(p:sub; q0:sub) : (id(q0)s; q0:sub) 2 view(p)g
3: id(p)s := mean(id(q)s; id(succ(q)s)s)
4: else
5: id(p)s := hash(p:name)
6: end if
7: return id(p)s
Observe that since the identiers are chosen from a one-
dimensional space, it is impossible to guarantee that the
identiers of the nodes with close subscriptions will always
be suciently close numerically to be well-clustered. How-
ever, as we show in our experiments, one-dimensional clus-
tering turns out to work quite well for a wide range of re-
alistic subscription patterns. Extending the Magnet tech-
niques to better support multi-dimensional subscription cor-
relation is the subject of future work.
3.3 The Tree Join Protocol
Once the node p's identier on the skewed ring is xed,
and p is connected into the Oscar overlay, the node will
proceed to join the multicast tree for each topic to which it
subscribes. In the following, we describe the steps taken by
p to join the multicast tree T (t) for one such topic t.
The tree join protocol consists of the three main phases
(see Algorithm 2). At the rst phase (lines 2.1{6), p con-
sults view(p) to nd another node ps interested in t which
already belongs to the t's multicast tree. If no such node is
found, then the tree's root, home(t), will be used in its stead.
During the next phase (2.7{11), p will traverse the t's tree
upwards starting at ps, until reaching a node pg such that pg
is either home(t), or has a nger q in its skewed DHT rout-
ing table such that q is the next hop on the greedy routing
path from pg to p, and (pg; q) is already an edge of T (t). The
tree join protocol will then enter the nal phase (2.12{14)
at which the greedy routing path towards p will be followed
until encountering a node r that has p in its nger table. At
this point, p will join T (t) as a child of r.
By induction over the node join events, it is easy to see
that for each subscriber p of t, the path from home(t) to p
in the resulting tree T (t) will coincide with a greedy rout-
ing path from home(t) to p on the skewed DHT. Since each
Algorithm 2 Multicast tree join algorithm joinTree(p; t)
; Phase 1:
1: S := fq : (q; q:sub) 2 view(p) ^ p 2 T (t)g
2: if S 6= ; then
3: ps := q 2 S, chosen uniformly at random
4: else
5: ps := home(t)
6: end if
; Phase 2:
7: Traverse T (t) from ps upwards until reaching pg such
that:
8: (1) pg = home(t), _
9: (2) 9id(q)s 2 RT (pg)s such that:
10: (a) id(q)s is the closest to p (from below) ^
11: (b) (pg; q) 2 T (t):edges
; Phase 3:
12: Greedily route from pg to p until reaching r such that:
13: id(p)s 2 RT (r)s
14: Join T (t) as a child of r
consecutive step of the greedy routing procedure exponen-
tially decreases the distance to destination in the identier
space, the nodes with close identiers will also be close to
each other on the greedy routing path. We conclude that
T (t) preserves locality in the identier space, and therefore
also in the subscription space (to the extent it is maintained
by the identier acquisition protocol in Section 3.2).
Multicast tree maintenance. The tree structure is
maintained by having each node to periodically ping its par-
ent in the tree using a heartbeat message. The node's parent
is declared to be disconnected if it fails to respond to a pre-
congured number of heartbeats. At this point, the node
issues a new joinTree request which would reconnect the
node to the closest available branch of the tree in terms of
overlay hops. Such DHT-based tree maintenance is known
to be robust (see e.g., Scribe [6], Bayeux [36].) When the
network is stable, the messages are delivered to all their
subscribers deterministically; whenever a failure occurs, the
underlying small-world DHT is robust enough to allow the
involved nodes to recover quickly, restore the overlay connec-
tivity and heal the aected trees by repeating the tree join
procedure and bypassing the failed node(s) by reconnecting
through alternative paths.
3.4 Interest-Aware Membership
TheMagnet's membership service implementation main-
tains partial views of the node subscriptions, and is based on
the randomized sampling over the interests of the entire node
population in the system. Our currently implemented sam-
pling strategy maintains a separate sample for the interests
of the subscribers of each particular topic t, and propagates
this sample to all the current subscribers of that topic. This
ensures that each subscriber p of t knows of the interest of
at least one other subscriber of t (unless p is the rst node to
subscribe to t), as required by the tree join protocol above.
Sampling protocol. For each topic t, the interest sam-
pling protocol is implemented as follows. The subscribers
of t are maintained in a spanning tree built over the edges
of the control DHT, and rooted at home(t). The tree is
maintained dynamically, driven by the arrival of the new t's
subscribers as well as the departure of the existing ones (due
to either an explicit unsubscribe request, or a failure). The
tree maintenance protocol is based on the same techniques
as those of [6], and will not be discussed further here.
The sampling protocol executes in rounds, each of which is
triggered by either a passage of time, or an explicit \round
start" message multicast by home(t). At each round, the
node subscriptions are propagated layer-by-layer in the bottom-
up fashion starting from the t's tree leaves, and ending up
at home(t). Upon receiving the subscription sample from
its direct descendants, each inner node q will combine them
with its own interest, and possibly, truncate the sample if it
includes more than a congured number of the node interests
k. The sample truncation is done by choosing k interests uni-
formly at random, and discarding all the rest. The sampling
round terminates once home(t) is reached, at which point,
home(t) will propagate the resulting view downstream to
the t's subscribers.
Practical considerations. The scheme above guaran-
tees that at steady state, every subscriber of t will have a
consistent view of the interests of t's other subscribers. Also,
as we show in Section 4, eective clustering is possible even if
the number of the node interests in the sample is very small.
The sampling collection can therefore be implemented e-
ciently, even under relatively high churn, provided the av-
erage size of the node interest is not too large. One ap-
proach to deal with large interests is to replace topic names
in the propagated interests with their hashes. Another is to
use hybrid sampling strategies combining Bloom lters and
gossip-based sampling for large topics and tree-based sam-
pling for small and medium ones. Further comparison of
dierent approaches for maintaining partial interest views is
the subject of our ongoing study.
4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We implementedMagnet in a simulated setting to evalu-
ate the eect of clustering on the message propagation cost.
Recall that the level of clustering is an artifact of the cor-
relation between user interests in the input. We used sev-
eral synthetic models of real-world user interest correlation,
including one of our own, as well as a real-world trace to
drive our experiments. We compare the cost of propagating
messages over the Magnet trees against that exhibited by
a strawman implementation, in which the propagation trees
are constructed directly on top of a name-independent DHT.
In eect, our strawman implementation is expected to ex-
hibit the behavior similar that of the Scribe [6] system. We
measure the propagation cost as the number of uninterested
relay nodes on the distribution trees. In this way, we also
indirectly evaluate the reduction of bandwidth consumption
in the system, which is a direct function of the number of
relays. In what follows, we will explain each model and data
set separately and evaluate Magnet and the strawman im-
plementation on each of them.
4.1 Overview of Models
Multi-Modal and Spatial. We rst consider synthetic
generative models for user interests inspired by Wong et
al. [34]. They attempt to capture structural dependency
among the subscriber interests as found in applications such
as network games or news dissemination. We considered two
models of this type, Multi-Modal and Spatial, which are
described in details in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 respectively.
Hierarchical-Topics. In addition to the structurally
correlated workloads, we also considered the subscription
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Figure 2: Multi-Modal model: Distribution of the
number of categories (modes) chosen by peers (the
average is 19).
patterns arising in large-scale collaborative applications, such
as Wikipedia or Yahoo! Groups. Although the statistical
structure of the user preferences in these applications is not
yet well understood, empirical evidence suggests that the
topic popularity distribution in these applications follows
the power-law distribution3 with the  parameter ranging
between 2 and 3 [28, 20]. Unfortunately, the simple tech-
nique of populating topic subscriptions by iteratively select-
ing a random subset of users whose size is drawn from a
power-law distribution fails to capture the more complex dy-
namics for group overlaps: human users tend to favor topics
popular among other users with similar roles or interests.
In our Hierarchical-Topics model, we instead make
use of the preferential attachment model which is known to
generate a random graph with a power-law degree distribu-
tion [20]. We augmented the basic preferential attachment
model by embedding the topic space within a tree structure
which models the hierarchical renement of the interests.
For example, the topics such as \Hardware Companies" and
\Software and Services"are both rening a broader category,
called \Technology Stock". The resulting model, which we
call the Hierarchical-Topics model, is described in more
detail in Section 4.4.
Wikipedia: We obtained a trace of a real-world large-
scale collaborative system, namely a trace of all edits of
Wikipedia articles by registered users over a 6 year period [10].
We ran one experiment in which theMagnet simulation was
fed the subscription patterns extracted from the Wikipedia
trace. In this experiment, we modeled topics as articles and
user subscriptions as the set of the articles edited by that
user. We describe the results of the Wikipedia trace in
Section 4.5.
4.2 Multi-Modal Model
In the Multi-Modal model [34], the topic space is par-
titioned into a xed number bn of categories (or modes).
3In the power-law distribution (also called Pareto or Zipf),
the fraction of topics of popularity x is roughly 1
x
for a
constant value of .
The peer subscription is generated by rst choosing bp cat-
egories out of bn uniformly at random, and then selecting a
topic from those categories following a power-law popularity
distribution with parameter . The subscription generation
proceeds until the average peer has subscribed to a desired
number of topics, which is the parameter of the model. The
Multi-Modal model is a good match for applications such
as news dissemination where user preferences are determined
by their geographical or administrative location or both.
The degree of correlation among the peer interests can be
adjusted by changing the bp and bn parameters while keeping
the bp=bn ratio intact. In other words, the resulting topic fre-
quencies will be the same, although the correlation between
the peer subscriptions will be the highest when bp ! 1 and
the lowest (uncorrelated) when bp ! bn.
Default values. Unless stated otherwise, the workloads
produced by the Multi-Modal model were used for the
network, consisting of 10; 000 nodes, where each node had on
average 19 links (overlay edges). The resulting peer degree
distribution is shown in Figure 2. Each node subscribes to a
random subset of 50 out of 1000 distinct topics. The power-
law topic popularity parameter within each category is set
to  = 1 by default. Our algorithms used 10 samples for
every topic, as described in Section 3.4.
Publication rates. We also evaluated the Magnet per-
formance under various publication rates for each topic. In
one experiment every topic was assigned a dierent pub-
lication rate, which was drawn from a power-law distribu-
tion with  = 0:75, while in the other the publication rate
was uniform. Figure 3 shows that Magnet outperforms the
strawman implementation under both publication rate sce-
narios even with low subscription correlations. As expected,
Magnet performed better for workloads with non-uniform
publishing rate, because the rate is always taken into ac-
count by Magnet's peer placement algorithms upon calcu-
lating similarity distance among the peers.
Varying correlations. We performed extensive simula-
tions to verify whetherMagnet can exploit the subscription
correlation generated by Multi-Modal model. We xed
the ratio of bp=bn to 0:1 and 0:2, and varied bp and bn from
mostly correlated (every peer chooses one mode out of 10
and 5 modes respectively) to the least correlated (5 modes
out of 50 and 25 respectively). In the reported experiments,
every peer has been assigned 50 unique topics on average.
Figure 5 shows the fraction of messages sent via uninter-
ested peers in Magnet as compared to the strawman for
the most correlated (Figure 5(a), bp = 1, bn = 10) and the
least correlated case (Figure 5(b), bp = 5, bn = 25) with
the power-law topic publication rate ( = 0:75). Publishers
send messages to topics in decreasing order of popularity
with number of messages sent to each in accordance to the
topic publication rate. The plots show the fraction of mes-
sages that were sent to uninterested peers for the rst x
topics over all messages sent to these topics. The graphs
reveal almost no overhead for the most popular topics (the
rst 100 seconds), thus conrming that a good quality of
clustering is achieved under those workloads.
Eects of topic popularity. We have also measured
Magnet's performance under dierent subscription sizes at
each peer and the impact of dierent topic distribution sce-
narios. We vary the  parameter of the power-law topic
popularity distribution, which directly inuences the num-
ber of most popular topics in the system.
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Figure 3: Multi-Modal model: Cost is measured by the number of uninterested relays who receive a message.
The remaining model parameters are specied in Section 4.2. The ratio bp=bn for the number of categories
joined by peer is xed; higher values of bp imply less correlation in the model. Magnet adapts well to
subscription correlations (left) and non-uniform publishing rates (right). In the former case, Magnet benets
by clustering groups with similar membership; in the latter, it benets from ensuring that the subscribers of
the relatively few high-rate topics are close to the source.
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Figure 4: Multi-Modal model: System performance while varying topic popularity distributions (left) and
the subscription size (right). The number of peers is 5000 and the average number of subscriptions per peer
is 18. On the right, the power-law topic popularity parameter within each category is set to  = 0:75.
Figure 4(a) shows the performance of Magnet given dif-
ferent  values with the Multi-Modal model (bp = 1 and
bn = 5) and uniform publication rate. We see that Magnet
performs better with the higher  values since the steep
power-law function pushes more peers to subscribe to the
same few popular topics, thus increasing subscription corre-
lation.
Varying subscription sizes. Figure 4(b) shows the per-
formance of Magnet with uniform publication rate as com-
pared to the non-uniform one (power-law with  = 0:75)
while varying the peer subscription sizes. The results show
that Magnet's algorithms consistently outperform the un-
clustered DHT-based pub/sub system on all subscription
sizes.
4.3 Spatial Model
In the Spatial model [34], the users are distributed uni-
formly at random on a unit square (1 1) and each user is
associated with a single topic which is unique to that user.
The subscriptions are generated so that each user is inter-
ested in the topics associated with the users located within
radius r from its own location on the unit square. The spa-
tial model is might predict subscriptions patterns that are
typical in network games where the players would be most
likely interacting with those located close to them on the
virtual game space [30, 18].
Results. In our experiments, we varied the value of r so
that on average every participant is interested in t topics,
and experimented with the values of t being 8, 16 and 32.
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Figure 5: Multi-Modal model: Publishers send messages to every topic in decreasing order of popularity.
The rate of trac on the topics follows a power-law distribution, as shown on the left. The plots on the right
show the CDF of cost (messages received by uninterested relays) normalized by the total number of messages
sent to the rst x topics. Magnet is able to reduce cost by exploiting the correlation between user interests
in the model compared to the strawman.
We measured the performance of Magnet by publishing on
all the topics in the system.
Figure 6 shows the relative decrease in message cost of
Magnet as compared to the strawman implementation with
varying t values for dierent sizes of the network. We can
observe that Magnet is highly ecient and saves almost
80% of unwanted messages over the strawman implementa-
tion for very large networks (10; 000 nodes) with large peer
subscriptions (32 on average). The results are not surpris-
ing since the Spatial model produces highly correlated peer
subscription patterns. The correlation increases as the num-
ber of topics each peer subscribes to grows, making spatially
driven applications with many users (e.g., online network
games) some of the most favorable environments for Mag-
net's deployment.
4.4 Hierarchical Topics Model
The main ingredient in our Hierarchical-Topics model
is to embed the topics as leaves of a hierarchy such that
nodes that are close together in the tree (have short tree dis-
tance) are more similar and should thus share more common
users. The technique to populate the hierarchy is similar to
Kleinberg's tree model for decentralized search [17].
As mentioned earlier, crafting a generative model for group
subscription which displays the power-laws that have been
observed in real-life social data sets is an open problem [28].
We will not attempt to solve the challenge here | instead
we devise a model that leverages one of the most prominent
models to generate a power-law degree distribution and is
used to model the web hyperlink graph: the preferential at-
tachment model [20]. In this model, nodes join the network
one at a time and construct an edge to another node with
probability proportional to that node's current degree.
Our model works as follows. The idea is to rst boot-
strap topics to be non-empty and follow a rough power-law
distribution, giving users at least one \home" topic. We let
parameter  represent homophily, the tendency for peers to
subscribe to topics which are similar to their existing inter-
ests. After the initialization, the peers in the popular topics
then join other topics iteratively with a preference for those
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Figure 6: Spatial model: As the average number
of subscription per peer increases, Magnet's perfor-
mance improves due to correlations stemming from
locality.
close by in the hierarchy according to the  parameter.
a) We start by populating all topics with random peers
such that the topic popularity follows a power-law dis-
tribution with exponent 0. We add subscriptions it-
eratively until the target average degree of Z  initFrac
is reached, where Z is the model parameter represent-
ing an average number of subscriptions by each peer.
The initFrac parameter eectively characterizes what
fraction of the total number of links should be picked
at random during the initialization.
b) The topics are then organized as the leaves of a bi-
nary tree. We then repeat the following steps until the
target average peers subscription size Z is reached.
1) Topic t is picked with probability proportional
to t's popularity. This step is a variation of the
preferential-attachment model [20].
2) Next, peer p is picked uniformly at random from
the list of all the t's subscribers.
3) Let ` be a random variable representing tree dis-
tance, such that Pr[` = x] = Ce x where x can
be at the most the height of the hierarchy and C
is a normalizing constant. Peer p now subscribes
to topic t0, which is picked uniformly at random
among topics at distance ` from t.
Figure 7 shows a workload produced by running the model
with 214 nodes, 214 topics, Z = 16 topics per node on aver-
age, initFrac = 10%, 0 = 2 and  = 2.
Results. Like in our previous experiments, we studied
how well Magnet can exploit the correlation among the
peer subscriptions generated by the Hierarchical-Topics
model. We xed the number of both topics and peers to
214 and the exponent of the initial power-law distribution to
0 = 2. Since the main parameters aecting the correlation
rate among the peer subscriptions are  and initFrac, for
the rst set of experiments we have investigated Magnet's
behavior as we vary those parameters.
Figure 8(a) shows Magnet's performance with the aver-
age number of topics per peer set to Z = 16. It is evident
that Magnet performs better than the strawman imple-
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Figure 7: Hierarchical-Topics model: Comple-
mentary CDF (CCDF) of topic popularity with
214 nodes, 214 topics, 16 topics/node on average
(initFrac = 10%, 0 = 2,  = 2). The green t line is
the CCDF of a power-law distribution with  = 1:68.
mentation with high values of  and low values of initFrac
since these produce the most correlated subscription pat-
terns. In the second set of experiments we have xed the
value of initFrac to 10% and studied the Magnet's per-
formance under dierent values of the average subscription
size Z. We also see that since the smaller values of Z imply
higher correlation among the peer subscriptions in model,
Magnet performed best with Z = 8 (see Figure 8(b)).
4.5 Wikipedia Subscription Patterns
We have also analyzed the performance of Magnet using
the subscription workload extracted from the trace of all
edits of Wikipedia entries by registered users over a 6 year
period. In this experiment, each entry of the encyclopedia
was treated as a topic and each unique editor as a Magnet
peer. The entries edited by a specic users were interpreted
as the the interest of the corresponding peer.
For our experiments we have selected 3000 random top-
ics from the entire entry set, which were edited by nearly
10; 000 unique users. The topic popularity varies from 1 to
348 subscribers per topic, and on average every topic has 5:4
subscribers. These subscription data were fed to Magnet
and to the strawman implementation. Average node degree
for both P2P networks was set to 12. We measured the
cost of publishing messages for each of the topics in the net-
work. The experiments showed that the distribution trees
constructed by the strawman implementation included on
average 77% more uninterested peers than those constructed
by Magnet.
5. RELATEDWORK
Several publish/subscribe systems based on structured over-
lays have been proposed in the past, notably Scribe [6] and
Bayeux [36]. Generally speaking, none of these systems at-
tempt to cluster peers based on their subscription similarity.
An exception is TERA [4], which creates an overlay for each
topic to accelerate dissemination. The scalability of TERA,
however, is limited when the number of topics subscribed to
by nodes is large.
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Figure 8: Hierarchical-Topicsmodel: Magnet's performance improves with increased subscription correlation
(higher value of ). Higher values of initFrac imply fewer exploitable correlations, supporting the trend seen
on the curve on the left. Increasing the average degree Z while keeping initFrac constant incorporates
randomness from the initialization stage as suggested by the decline on the right. We see that Magnet brings
signicant cost savings over the strawman approach on the Hierarchical-Topics model.
The benets of clustering peer subscriptions have been
investigated in the context of unstructured overlays [31, 22,
9, 3]. In particular, Sub-2-Sub [31] achieved clustering by
organizing the subscribers to each topic into a separate ring
structure. This approach, however, results in overlays whose
average degree grows linearly with the average subscription
size which limits scalability. Rappel [22] provides a feed-
based pub/sub service using gossip-like mechanisms and ex-
ploits interest similarity to avoid messages being received
by uninterested nodes. Due to the assumption that each
topic has only a single publisher, as is the case in feed-based
systems, Rappel diers fundamentally from our work.
The idea of exploiting subscription similarity to reduce the
space per node requirements of the clustering was explored
in Spidercast [9] and Data-aware multicast [3]. The trade-o
between the node degree and the clustering quality has been
addressed in a theoretical study [8].
Topic clustering [21, 27, 2, 29] looks into amortizing over-
heads associated with message dissemination in large pub/sub
systems by aggregating multiple topics into larger groups (or
channels). It was rst introduced in [2] in the context of op-
timal assignment of multicast groups to multicast addresses,
and subsequently extended to general purpose pub/sub sys-
tems in [27, 29]. The existing solutions to topic cluster-
ing rely on approximation techniques (such as k-means [27])
whose convergence depends on the accurate common knowl-
edge of the current assignment of topics to channels. They
are not easy to implement in a decentralized fashion [25].
6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented Magnet, an overlay-
based infrastructure for scalable topic-based pub/sub which
takes advantage of the existing subscription correlation pat-
terns among the subscribers. The technique we proposed
allows the formation of clusters of peers with similar in-
terests in the underlying topology, which enables the con-
struction of ecient dissemination structures (specically
spanning trees) that are known to be robust (e.g., Scribe,
Bayeux). However, the clustering process leads to the non-
uniform peer identier distributions which renders all name-
independent DHT solutions (e.g., Chord, Pastry) unusable.
Therefore, Magnet employs the Oscar overlay as the un-
derlying topology which is provably small-world and can ef-
ciently operate with arbitrary distribution scenarios. Be-
cause of its inherent small-world design,Magnet scales well
with the number of nodes, and ensures xed network degree
regardless the number of topics or the size of subscriptions.
We simulateMagnet on a variety of subscription models,
including a novel one, as well as on real-life subscription pat-
terns from Wikipedia. Our experiments show that Magnet
is able to achieve signicant savings | sometimes up to 80%
| of the message dissemination costs over a strawman run-
ning a typical peer-to-peer publish/subscribe system based
on name-independent DHTs. Furthermore, we demonstrate
that this cost reduction is adaptive to both the extent to
which the individual node subscriptions correlate, and the
amount of information about the other node subscriptions
available to each node. In particular, in the worst case sce-
nario when subscriptions are completely uncorrelated or un-
known or both, the message dissemination costs are no worse
than those of name-independent DHT systems.
Our ndings suggest that subscription clustering tech-
niques can detect and exploit correlation at low cost, and
may improve the performance of large-scale publish/subscribe
systems for a variety of settings.
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